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Organise, Customise, Monetise
Whether you’re wanting to create a revenue stream or simply organise your facilities, 
Monitor Computer Reservation manages the day-to-day Computer booking 
admin, with highly configurable options and the ability to enfore 
limits, quotas and charges.

Easy for Users, 
Easy for You
A simple and interactive administration console 
means users are easily confirmed through 
existing access or ID cards. Guest users are at 
no disadvantage, with one-off booking tickets. 
All bookings are updated in real time, meaning 
everyone’s on the same page as soon as 
bookings are made.

As Flexible 
As You Need
Monitor Reservation gives you ultimate flexibility. With 
a spectrum of options between self-service and entirely 
admin-controlled, we’ve worked hard to take the burden 
away from your staff without removing their control.

Walk-up Booking
At the reservation station the user initiates a 
reservation for the next available computer

Users can book online or on-site

Block Booking
Allows multiple computers to be booked 

at a later date and time for a group of 
users

Future Reservations
Allows a user to initiate a reservation 
to use a computer at a later date and 

time

Queue Reservations
When all computers are in use the 

user can automatically book the next 
available computer



Your Complete 
Reservation System

Monitor Computer Reservation 
consists of five seperate,  
inter-linked components:

Computer Reservation 
Administrator

Used by admin staff to access the system 
configuration and user account information

Computer Reservation Booking Station

Used by members of the 
public within the site to 

create and manage their 
own bookings

Computer 
Reservation 
Online Booking

A web-based 
version of the booking station which allows users to create 

and manage their own bookings

Computer Reservation Client Application

The component of the system which is installed on 
thepublic use computers within the site

Computer Reservation Monitor

Displays queuing information (where in the 
queue they are) to the users

Easily manage bookings with My Reservation

Windows & Apple 
compatible
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